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Simulation studies on the K+K−-pair production and detection in the ALICE detector for PbÄPb
collisions at the LHC energy were performed. The possibility of selecting a φ-meson signal over
the combinatorial background in the different transverse momentum regions is demonstrated using
the realistic simulation tracking and particle identiˇcation programs in the ALICE of�ine framework
(AliRoot).

‚Ò¶µ²´¥´µ ³µ¤¥²¨·µ¢ ´¨¥ µ¡· §µ¢ ´¨Ö ¨ ·¥£¨¸É· Í¨¨ K+K−-¶ · ¢ Ô±¸¶¥·¨³¥´É¥ ALICE ¤²Ö
PbÄPb-¢§ ¨³µ¤¥°¸É¢¨° ¶·¨ Ô´¥·£¨¨ LHC. �·µ¤¥³µ´¸É·¨·µ¢ ´  ¢µ§³µ¦´µ¸ÉÓ ¢Ò¤¥²¥´¨Ö ¸¨£´ ² 
φ-³¥§µ´  ´ ¤ ±µ³¡¨´ Éµ·´Ò³ Ëµ´µ³ ¢ · §²¨Î´ÒÌ µ¡² ¸ÉÖÌ ¶µ¶¥·¥Î´µ£µ ¨³¶Ê²Ó¸  ¸ ¨¸¶µ²Ó§µ¢ -
´¨¥³ ¶·µ£· ³³ ·¥ ²¨¸É¨Î´µ£µ ³µ¤¥²¨·µ¢ ´¨Ö ¢µ¸¸É ´µ¢²¥´¨Ö É·¥±µ¢ ¨ ¨¤¥´É¨Ë¨± Í¨¨ Î ¸É¨Í ¢
· ³± Ì µ¡Ð¥£µ ¶ ±¥É  ¶·µ£· ³³´µ° µ¡· ¡µÉ±¨ ¢ Ô±¸¶¥·¨³¥´É¥ ALICE (AliRoot).

INTRODUCTION

The production of vector mesons and strange particles is expected to provide detailed
information on the reaction dynamics of ultra-relativistic nucleusÄnucleus collisions [1, 2].
The φ meson is of particular interest due to its (ss̄) valence quark content, which makes the φ
a signature of strangeness production mechanism from a possible early partonic phase [2, 3].
The enhancement of φ production was proposed [4] as a quark-gluon plasma (QGP) signa-
ture in nucleusÄnucleus collisions. Shifts of the φ-meson mass and changes in its line-shape
in a hot hadronic medium have been predicted [5]. The production rate and the partial
decay width into kaons may change as a consequence of partial chiral symmetry resto-
ration [6].

The φ decay will be observed in ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment, [7]) in both
lepton and kaon channels, and the ratio of the decay widths in these two channels might be
very sensitive to changes in parton or kaon masses [8]. The recent SPS PbÄPb [9] and RHIC
AuÄAu [10, 11] results show that no change of the mass or width is observed at SPS and
RHIC energies. But, at the same time, a rise of the slope parameter by a factor of 1.7 in the
transverse spectra and an enhancement of the φ/π ratio by a factor of 3 as compared to the
minimum-bias p + p interactions were found [9,12].

The main experimental problem to select the hadronic mode of φ decays in heavy-ion
interactions at the LHC energy is a very high combinatorial background. For example, the
HIJING model [13] predicts in the pseudo-rapidity window of −1 � η � 1 for the central
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PbÄPb events the number of primary charged kaons about 1500, which is 15 times larger
than the number of kaons from φ decays (see below). It is clear that in such conditions
we require the optimal particle identiˇcation and the kinematic regions with the best signal-
to-background ratio (S/B). The preliminary simulation of the expected experimental mass
spectrum of K+K− pairs and φ → K+K− decay detection in ALICE were reported in [14]
(see also Section 11.4.3 in [7]), where the different kinematic cuts have been studied based
on the fast simulation to improve the S/B value. Here we present results obtained in
the framework of the AliRoot [15] simulation package making use of C++ as a language
and ROOT as a framework. All detector efˇciencies were calculated using the new detailed
simulation programs and the realistic tracking package was used to get the tracking efˇciencies,
momentum and angular resolutions and particle identiˇcation (PID) efˇciencies.

The simulation was performed for two different classes of events: in the full transverse
momentum region and for particles with pt > 1.5 GeV/c (high transverse momentum region).

1. SIMULATION METHOD

1.1. Full Transverse Momentum Region. The general simulation method consisted of
two steps:

• detailed simulations of the detectors, tracking and kaon PID to calculate the necessary
efˇciencies and momentum and angle resolutions for the reconstructed tracks,

• fast simulation of K+K−-pair detection and analysis using the efˇciencies and track
resolutions obtained at the ˇrst step.

The detailed simulation of the Inner Tracking System (ITS, [16]) and the Time Projection
Chamber (TPC, [17]) were used for the tracking. The TPC and the Time of Flight (TOF, [18])
were used for kaon identiˇcation at the ˇrst step. It should be noted that to perform the PID in
the TOF the detailed simulation of the detector itself has been done, but the particle momenta
were taken from the GEANT information, i.e., without using ITSÄTPC tracking. About 250
full HIJING [13] events were processed in the ITS, TPC and TOF acceptance (in the full
azimuthal angle (φ) range and in the pseudo-rapidity (η) range of −1 � η � 1). The charged
particle density (dNch/dη at η = 0) is about 6000 for PbÄPb collisions at LHC energy with
10% of charged kaon production. The magnetic ˇeld of 0.4 T was used. The full efˇciency
as a function of the transverse momentum (pt) and η have been extracted for charged kaons.
We mean by the ®full efˇciency¯ the ratio of the number of identiˇed kaons to the generated
ones. This means that the full efˇciency takes into account the losses during the detection,
tracking and PID.

The pt dependence of the transverse momentum and angle resolutions were determined
during the simulation.

Figure 1, aÄd shows the dependences of the full kaon efˇciency on pt in the different
η regions for the TPC. The low efˇciencies at lower momentum are mostly due to kaon
decays and tracking inefˇciency, which in turn is a consequence of the short particle path
inside the TPC because of the track curling in the magnetic ˇeld. The high-pt limit of
the kaon selection is a consequence of the TPC PID limit since the signals from pions and
kaons overlap each other in the momentum region of 0.6 ÷ 0.7 GeV/c (see, for example,
Fig. 11.18 in [7]).
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Fig. 1. Dependences of full kaon efˇciency (see text) on pt in the different pseudo-rapidity (η) regions
for the TPC: a) 0.7 < |η| < 0.9; b) 0.5 < |η| < 0.7; c) 0.3 < |η| < 0.5; d) |η| < 0.3. The curves are

the results of the polynomial ˇts

Fig. 2. Transverse momentum relative resolution δpt/pt (a) and θ- and φ-angle resolutions (b, c) versus

pt for kaon tracks reconstructed in the ITS and TPC in the pt region of 0.2 ÷ 1.2 GeV/c. The curves
are the results of polynomial ˇts
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Fig. 3. The same dependences as in Fig. 2

but in the pt region of 1.0 ÷ 4.0 GeV/c

Fig. 4. The same dependences as in Fig. 2

but in the pt region of 4.0 ÷ 9.0 GeV/c

The relative pt resolution and angular resolutions versus pt are shown in Figs. 2Ä4 for
different transverse momentum regions. One can see that in the pt region of 0.2÷ 9.0 GeV/c
the relative pt resolution is between 1.0÷ 2.0% and the angular resolutions decrease from 5.0
to 0.3 mrad for both polar (θ) and azimuthal (φ) angles.

Figure 5, aÄd shows the dependence of the full TOF efˇciency for charged kaons on
the pt in different η regions (same as in Fig. 1, aÄd, respectively). It is seen from Figs. 1
and 5 that the maximum full efˇciency does not exceed 35 ÷ 40% for both TPC and TOF.
Figures 1 and 5 show also that the kaon identiˇcation regions of the TPC and TOF overlap
in the interval of pt = 0.35 ÷ 0.75 GeV/c.

AliGenParam generator of AliRoot has been used in the second fast simulation step with
the possibility of generation arbitrary number of different type of particles having the uniform
pseudo-rapidity distribution in the acceptance under study (−1 � η � 1) and exponential
pt distribution (see below). The decays of the particles are performed using the PYTHIA
generator [19]. To combine the generation both of charged kaons and of φ → K+K− decays,
the AliGenCocktail generator (also in AliRoot) has been used, which allows us to combine
arbitrary number of any particle types. This number of charged kaons and φ decays in the
acceptance was estimated from charged pion multiplicity (9000 π± taken from the HIJING)
and using the particle ratios K/π and φ/π obtained in the SPS [9,12,20] and RHIC [11,21]
experimental data. As a result, 1500 charged kaons and 55 φ → K+K− decays have been
generated per event on average in the acceptance of the detectors.

Figure 6 shows the generated distribution of mt −m0 for kaons and φ mesons, where mt

and m0 are the transverse and particle masses, respectively. The lines are ˇt results by the
function exp (−(mt − m0)/T ) with T = 480 MeV for φ and T = 309 and 390 MeV for the
ˇrst and second slopes, respectively, of the distribution for kaons. We note that the values for
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Fig. 5. Dependence of full kaon efˇciency (see text) on pt in the different pseudo-rapidity (η) regions

for TOF: a) 0.7 < |η| < 0.9; b) 0.5 < |η| < 0.7; c) 0.3 < |η| < 0.5; d) |η| < 0.3. The curves are the
results of the polynomial ˇts

Fig. 6. The mt spectra for kaons and φ obtained by AliGenParam generator. The curves are the results

of exponential ˇts

Fig. 7. Dependences of the slope parameter T (see text) on energy in c.m.s. per nucleon for φ at

(mt −m0) < 2 GeV/c2 (circles) and charged kaon at (mt −m0) < 1 GeV/c2 (triangles) production in
different experiments (AGS, SPS, RHIC). The LHC points have been obtained by the simulation using

AliGenParam generator (see text)
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T are higher than those obtained at the AGS [22], SPS [9,23] and RHIC [11,21] experiments
for the central events, and this excess tendency corresponds to the rise of this parameter with
energy, as is seen in Fig. 7.

Next, kaons have been identiˇed taking into account the TPC and TOF efˇciencies sepa-
rately for each kaon using the polynomial ˇts (the curves in Figs. 1 and 5). We note that we
increase the number of the found φ's by 20%, using different detectors for the identiˇcation
of the two decay products. We have not taken into account 5 ÷ 7% of the pion and proton
contamination to the kaon sample in this simulation.

The pt and angles of the K+ and K− were smeared by Gaussian distributions with a
sigma equal to the resolutions obtained from the ˇts (the curves in Figs. 2 and 3) and then
the new px, py, pz components have been applied to calculate the effective mass of K+K−

pairs.
1.2. High Transverse Momentum Region. To study the detection of φ mesons and

background K+K− pairs in the high-pt region, pt > 1.5 GeV/c for each particle, a special
simulation was performed without any particle identiˇcation. Again, the AliGenParam and
AliGenCocktail generators were used to generate pions, kaons, protons, antiprotons and φ
resonances. We have taken for the full pt region the numbers of π±, K± and φ decays
presented in Subsec. 1.1 and the numbers of protons and antiprotons from p̄/π− and p̄/p
ratios obtained in the STAR experiment [24,25]. We determined the number of each particle
type in the high-pt region (pt > 1.5 GeV/c), and, as a result, 320 charged pions, 160 charged
kaons, 200 protons and antiprotons and 18 φ → K+K− decays have been generated per
event on the average.

Again, the momentum components were smeared according to the relative pt and angular
resolution functions shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

2. RESULTS

2.1. Full Transverse Momentum Region. Figure 8, a shows the K+K− effective-mass
spectrum obtained from 106 cocktail generator events at pt(K+K−) > 2.2 GeV/c. The φ

Fig. 8. a) Spectrum of K+K− effective mass in K+K−-pair transverse momentum region of

� 2.2 GeV/c. The K+K+ background distribution is also shown. b) Signal of φ meson after subtraction
of the background. The curve is the BreitÄWigner ˇt result taking into account the effective-mass

resolution (see text)
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Fig. 9. K+K− effective-mass resolu-

tion at pt(K
+K−) > 2.2 GeV/c. The

curve is the ˇt result by the Gaussian

function

signal is clearly seen over the combinatorial background
obtained for K+K+ pairs. Figure 8, b shows the φ sig-
nal found after subtraction of this combinatorial back-
ground. To extract the resonance width, it is necessary
to take into account the effective-mass resolution. Fig-
ure 9 shows the distribution of the differences of the
effective masses obtained with and without track mo-
mentum and angle smearing by the respective Gaussian
functions. The curves are the Gaussian ˇt results with
the parameter σ = 1.23 MeV/c2. This σ value (the
effective-mass resolution) has been taken for a convo-
lution of the BreitÄWigner and Gaussian functions us-
ing for the K+K− effective-mass approximation. The
result is shown in the effective-mass region 1.01÷
÷1.03 GeV/c2 by the curve in Fig. 8, b with the mass
and width of the φ resonance (1019.60± 0.04) MeV/c2

and (4.43 ± 0.12) MeV/c2, respectively. One can see
that these values are consistent with the PDG ones used
in the generation code.

Table 1 presents the S/B and the signiˇcance
(S/

√
B + S) in the different pt regions of the K+K−

pairs. The signal (S) is presented as well. One can see that the S/B improves from 0.5% at
the lowest pt to 6.2% at the highest pt and the signiˇcance is 120 for pt > 2.2 GeV/c.

Table 1. Signal number (S), signal-to-background ratio (S/B) and signiˇcance (S/
√

S + B) for the
φ resonance in the region equal to one PDG width of the φ around the central mass bin at different
pt of the K+K− pairs

pt, GeV/c S S/B S/
√

B + S

� 0.6 69435 0.005 18
0.6Ä0.8 253120 0.006 40
0.8Ä1.0 354150 0.008 55
1.0Ä1.2 264470 0.011 54
1.2Ä1.4 174745 0.014 50
1.4Ä1.6 124715 0.018 47
1.6Ä1.8 96395 0.023 46
1.8Ä2.0 83420 0.028 48
2.0Ä2.2 72870 0.035 49
> 2.2 253920 0.062 120

2.2. High Transverse Momentum Region. The results of the analysis at the high-pt

region without any particle identiˇcation are presented in Table 2 for 106 events. The S/B
value increases from 1.0 to 20% at the pt(K+K−) � 7.5 GeV/c, and the signiˇcance is about
50 at this maximum transverse momentum.

Figure 10, a shows the K+K− effective-mass distribution for pt(K+K−) > 7.5 GeV/c
and the K+K+ background. Figure 10, b shows the signal after background subtraction.
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Table 2. The same as in Table 1 but at high pt of K+K− pairs

pt, GeV/c S S/B S/
√

B + S

> 3.0 730630 0.012 95
> 3.5 586230 0.015 94
> 4.0 374480 0.022 89
> 4.5 223830 0.033 85
> 5.0 136950 0.048 80
> 5.5 86150 0.069 75
> 6.0 55860 0.097 70
> 6.5 35610 0.130 64
> 7.0 23150 0.170 57
> 7.5 15010 0.200 51

Fig. 10. a) Spectrum of K+K− effective mass at pt(K
+K−) > 7.5 GeV/c obtained without any

particle identiˇcation. The K+K+ background distribution is also shown. b) Signal of φ meson

after subtraction of the background. The curves are the BreitÄWigner ˇt result taking into account the
effective-mass resolution (see text)

Fig. 11. K+K− effective-mass resolution at pt(K
+K−) > 7.5 GeV/c. The curve is the ˇt result by

the Gaussian function
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Again, to take into account the K+K− effective-mass resolution, the difference of the effec-
tive masses obtained with and without track momentum and angle smearing by the respective
Gaussian functions were studied. Figure 11 shows a distribution of this mass difference at
pt(K+K−) > 7.5 GeV/c. The curve is the Gaussian ˇt result with σ = 1.7 MeV/c2.

The curve in Fig. 10, b is the BreitÄWigner ˇt result in the effective-mass region
(1.01 ÷ 1.03) GeV/c2 taking into account the effective-mass resolution (the convolution of
the BreitÄWigner and Gaussian functions). The ˇt parameters, the mean mass and width, are
(1019.56± 0.09) MeV/c2 and (4.51 ± 0.27) MeV/c2, respectively.

These values again close the PDG ones used in the generation code.

CONCLUSIONS

Simulation studies of the φ signal in the ALICE experiment (for PbÄPb central events
at LHC energy) were performed based on a high statistics sample of 106 events. The ITS,
TPC and TOF simulations were used for the tracking and kaon identiˇcation for particle with
pt < 2.5 GeV/c and a magnetic ˇeld of 0.4 T. The signal-to-background ratio (S/B) in this
case increases from 0.5% at the lowest pt of K+K− pairs (� 0.6 GeV/c) by an order of
magnitude at the highest pt of K+K− (� 2.2 GeV/c). For ten pt bins the largest signiˇcance
(S/

√
S + B) reaches the value of 120 standard deviations (for the best S/B value).

A special simulation was performed for the high-pt region where transverse momentum
of each particle is larger than 1.5 GeV/c without any particle identiˇcation. The largest S/B
is 20% at the pt(K+K−) > 7.5 GeV/c with signiˇcance of about 50.

In both simulations the BreitÄWigner ˇts of the signals, taking into account the effective-
mass resolution, lead to φ-meson mass and width values that are very near to the PDG ones
used in the generator. For example, the width coincides with the natural width within one
standard deviation. Therefore, we may be sensitive to possible in-medium modiˇcation of the
φ width down to 1.5÷3.0 MeV/c2.
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